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Dear Commissioners,

Recently we have been made aware of a proposal by the New Mexico Wildlife Federation

{NMWF), to change the way the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish allocates bighorn

sheep hunting permits.

For the past few years, NMDGF have allocated bighorn sheep ram tags by combining all Rocky

Mountain Bighorn Sheep {RMBHS} Ram tags into one hunt code. The same is done for the

Desert Bighorn Sheep (DBHS) Ram tags. The84% resident allocation is then applied to alltags in

these two hunt codes.

NMWF are proposing to discontinue this method and allocate permits based on an individual

Unit hunt code. This is the same method used to allocate Rocky Mountain Elk and Mule Deer

permits.

Due to the small number of bighorn sheep permits available, scattered among 12 different

mountain areas, this change would result in the total elimination of non-resident ram permits.

(Note that in 2021, there were a combined 50 New Mexico RMBHS and DBHS ram permits

available forthe public draw. 43 permits were allocated to NM residents and 7 were allocated

to non-residents).

The New Mexico Wild Sheep Foundation strongly objects to the intentional elimination of all

non-resident ram draw tags for two important reasons:

First, the change will reduce our ability to generate funding needed to continue with the

successful bighorn sheep restoration work done by NMDGF. We must remind ourselves that in
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L978/79, there were less than 700 RMBHS and less than 80 DBHS in New Mexico Mountain

ranges. Today we have over 1,700 RMBHS and 1,200 DBHS. This is a significant wild sheep

conservation success story. However, this did not occur without considerable work and the

funding to make it happen.

Since L990, most of the funding for this effort has come from the US and Canadian hunting

community. ln the last 32 years over 57 million dollars has been contributed back into the

NMDGF special bighorn sheep fund/budget for restoration and management projects. 97% of

this $7 million has come from non-resident hunters and donors. During this 32-year period only

3% originated from New Mexico hunters. These SZ million were then leveraged against a 3 to 1

match in Pitman-Robertson Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act funds, which has provided

the NMDGF with the ability to conduct aggressive and successful wild sheep conservation and

management programs.

Without these funds, provided by non-resident hunters we would not be discussing the merits

of eliminating all non-resident bighorn hunting opportunities. lt is likely that there would be

significantly less bighorn hunting opportunities for everyone.

By eliminatlng all non-resident opportunities, it is highly likely the non-resident hunting

community and various conservation groups will not offer the same level of support they have

provided during the last 32 years. This will not be good for NM bighorn sheep conservation, and

it will slow down the creation of more bighorn sheep hunting opportunities in the future. To do

so, the State will be forced to make-up any reduction in funds, which result from excluding all

non-resident hunters. Where willthese funds corne from?

Second: lmplementation of the NMWF recommendation disregards all the previous

contributions that have been made by New Mexico's loyal non-resident wild sheep

conservation supporters. New Mexico's wild sheep recovery efforts are widely respected by all

other state game management organizations and all Wild Sheep Foundation chapters and

affiliates. Over the years there has been close conservation cooperation between NMDGF,

other game management organizations and wild sheep hunters across the nation. This

relationship between all parties has helped to drive the continued support of the non-resident

hunting community. We believe it is not in the best interest of NM wildlife conservation efforts

to deliberately eliminate all non-resident bighorn ram hunting opportunities'



ln summary:We strongly object to the elimination of all non-resident ram draw permits in New

Mexico. lt will not be good for wild sheep conservation and existing herd prosperity; it will likely

result in a loss of financial and cooperative support from non-resident hunters and out-of-state

wild sheep conservation organizations/individuals and it will ultimately require additional State

funds if the bighorn sheep recovery program isto be maintained at its current level.

And finally, we want to emphasize that effective wild sheep conservation effons not only help

bighorns to thrive. lt also does the same for nearly all other wildlife in the same habitat area,

whether it be habitat improvements, water development or predator management. What is

good for wild sheep is good for all.

We ask that you not support this NMWF recommendation.

Thank you very much for your time and careful consideration. lf you have any comments or

questions, please give me a call at 575-535-3499 or send me an email at bartlqbq@yahoo.com.
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